ABSTRACT. Some ()f the main the()rems c()ncerning ultral)arrelled tol)()h)gical vector spaces are extended to the context ()f t()l)()h)gical m()dules.
INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
The study of (real or complex) ultrabarrelled topological vector spaces, the topological vector spaces which replace barrelled locally convex spaces when local convexity is not presupposed, was initiated by W. Robertson in [1] . Since then, various authors have been considering the subject. The most important results concerning ultrabarrelled topological vector spaces may be found in the texts [2] and [3] , the latter dealing with the case in which the fields of real or complex numbers are replaced by a non-trivially valued division ring.
In this article we introduce mid study the We shall adopt the terminology of [4] . Throughout [4] there is a unique A-module topolo for wlfich Bi is a fimdmnentM system of neighborhoods of 0. (c) For a direct sum ,f a fmnily of tolhgical A-lnodules to be lm'relled it is necessary and sufficient that each of its m,mbers be barrelled.
Proof. (a), (b) and the sutficiency ,,f (c) are immediate c,,nsequences of Pr,,p,,siti,m 2.3. The necessity of (c) follows fl',,m (1,).
The following pr,,p,,siti,,n c,,ntains The,,rem 2.37 ,,f [3] In particular, every Baire unitm'y tphgical A-module is barrelled.
Proof. Let r be the A-module tlmhgy on M induced by r, and let r* be an A-module topology on M which adnfits a flmdamental system of neighlmrhoods of 0 consisting of f-closed sets. Given an arbitrary V Y thereis a U Y with U-U C V. Since 0 C, thereis asequence (a,,),,e in A* such that M C a,,U.
Therehre some a.,U hs a non-empty interior, because each anU is r-closed and M is nonmeager in (E, r). Hence U hs a non-empty interi,,r, since the mapping x (E, r) a,,, x (E,r) is a homeomorphism. If x int(U*), there is a neighborhood U' of 0 in (E,r) with x+U C U . Consequently, U C U U C Vr, andso V is aneighborhoodof0in(E,r).
Thus V is a neighborhood of 0 in (I, r), because V V r' M Vr. Therefore r* C r , and so (M, r') is belled. Let (f'),e be a net in :(E; F) such that (f,(z)),e is bounded in F for each z 6 E and such that (f'),e is pointwise convergent t,, a mappings f: E F. Then f e :(E; F) and (fi),e converges to f uniformly on every l)recompact su]set of E. In particular, if (f"),,eN is a sequence in :(E; F) pointwise converg,-nt to a mapping f: E F, then f e :(E; F) mad (f"),,eN converges to f uniformly on every precompact subset f E.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, (f),et is an eqficontimmus net. Thus it sull:ices to apply Proposition 6 mad Theorem 1 of [8] , chap.X, 2, and the fact that :,(E; F) is simply closed in .T'(E; F), to conclude the proof. [4] and Theorem 3.1; (iv) (i): Theorem 25.5 of [4] .
Non-locally convex versions of a classical theore,n of Bourbaki ([10] , TVS III. 29) have been obtained in [7] (Theorem 5) and [11] 
